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based in Sydney Australia.

Hull & Sterndrive
Protection Solutions

Contact your local dealer:

www.barnaclebreaker.com.au



About
I don’t need to tell you the frustration of barnacle and sea 
life build up on your pride and joy. For me, the final straw 
was a planned trip with five friends on a glorious summer 
day that turned into a 6-week wait for the mechanic to 
remove and repair my sterndrive that was chock full of 
sea life.

A hefty bill later and with the boating season all but over, 
I thought there must be a better way.

After much research and many trials of materials and 
configurations, I came up with what I believe is the 
ultimate solution to protect your hull and sterndrive from 
these dangers in the deep!

How does it work?
Simply drive in, the same as if you were parking a car. 
Once in, hook onto your swing mooring or marina berth, 
then inflate the rear chamber.

When exiting, release the Boston Valves on the rear 
chamber and deflate. Once deflated, float the vessel out.

Always ensure the propeller is clear of the PVC liner 
when entering and exiting Barnacle Breaker.

Barnacles require food and oxygen to survive. When 
Barnacle Breaker is closed, your boat is protected.

The important details
What is the Barnacle Breaker made from?
► High quality, 0.9mm thick reinforced PVC
► An additional layer of PVC secured to the underside   
 of the tube section for added protection
► High performance Boston Valves for rapid inflation   
 and deflation of the rear chamber gate
► 5 PVC handles for installing and securing to    
 mooring, marinas etc

Is it cost effective?
Barnacle Breaker    
► Cost effective

Warranty
► 3 Years*

Boat Service
► Costly annual anti-foul & sterndrive service

► Pay back: Approximately 2 years!

* Warranty details available upon enquiry

Boat hull & sterndrive after being in a Barnacle Breaker

The perfect
wet docking
solution!

3 Year warranty
Quality fittings

& rugged construction
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